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E2m'k(x)

BY
JOZE VRABEC
Abstract. Embeddings of a A:-connectedclosed PL m-manifold (0 < k <
m —3) in (2m —¿)-dimensional euclidean space are classified up to isotopy. Thus this paper completes-the results stated, and partly proved, in J.
F. P. Hudson's Piecewiselinear topology.

1. Introduction. We work entirely within the PL category and so all our
spaces and maps are assumed PL. Throughout let Af denote a ¿-connected

closed zzz-manifold,
0 < k < m —3, and let q = 2m —k.
Penrose, Whitehead, and Zeeman [7] proved that Af embeds in Eq, the
^-dimensional euclidean space, and Zeeman (cf. [12]) proved that any two
embeddings of Af in 7?+1 are isotopic (or ambiently isotopic, which is the
same by the isotopy extension theorem [5, 6.12, p. 147]).A natural problem is,
therefore, to describe the set of isotopy classes of embeddings of Af in Eq.
This problem has been solved for many cases; we give the references below.
In the present paper a complete solution of the problem is obtained using a
method which resembles the method used by Haefliger and Hirsch [2] in the

differentiablecase.
Denote by 5 the set of isotopy classes (= the set of ambient isotopy

classes) of embeddings of Af into Eq (this will be valid until §7; in §8,
however, á will denote the set of isotopy classes of embeddings of Af into a
given ^-manifold Q). Our goal is to characterize the set 5 in terms of the
(k + l)st, i.e. the first (possibly) nontrivial, homology group of Af with
appropriate coefficients; which coefficients we take depends on the orientability type of Af and on m — k. We distinguish four cases as follows:

00: Af orientable, m —k odd,
OE: Af orientable, m —k even,
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NO: Af nonorientable, m (= m — k) odd, and
NE: Af nonorientable, m even.
Z will denote the additive group of integers, and Z2 will mean Z/2Z.
When we use homology or cohomology without specifying the coefficient
group, we mean integer coefficients. The following theorem describes the set

Í.
Theorem 1.1. There exists a bijective map 5 -> %k+x(M), where %k+x(M)
is the abelian group equal to Hk+X(M) in case 00, to Hk+X(M; Z2) in cases

OE and NO, and to
Hx(M,x0;Z')/2im[Hx(M;Z')^Hx{M,x0;Z')]
in case NE; here x0 is an arbitrary point of M, and Z' are the twisted integer

coefficients.
The reader may not be very familiar with the group %X(M) in case NE.
Therefore we will say a few words about it here so that we can state Theorem
1.2. It will be convenient for us to replace the coefficient system Z' with the
isomorphic system T, the orientation sheaf of Af, whose groups are T(x) =
Hm(M, M - x) (x E M); see e.g. [1, §22] for details. Correspondingly we
change the definition of the group %X(M) (in case NE), which will sometimes
be more correctly denoted by %X(M,x0).
Choose an arbitrary point x0 E M and let j: (Af, 0) c (Af, x¿). Since
H0(x0; T(x0)) « T(x0) « Z and H0(M; T) « Hm(M) « Z2 we get from the
homology sequence of (Af, x¿) the following exact sequence

0 -> Hx(M; T) 4. Hx(M, x0; T) 4- 2HQ(x0; T(x0))-» 0.
It follows that im 7* is a direct summand of HX(M, x0; T) with the complementary direct summand isomorphic to Z, and hence
%(M, x0) = Hx (M, x0; T)/2 im/»

« ((im./,) ® Z2) © Z « (Hx (M; T) ® Z2) 0 Z
(this splitting is not natural, though). The group HX(M; T) ® Z2 can be
written in several other forms. For instance, it is naturally isomorphic to the
subgroup of HX(M; Z2) generated by orientation preserving loops.
It is not difficult to prove that for any x0, x, G Af the groups OC,(Af,x0)
and %X(M,xx) axe isomorphic. Moreover, with each pair of local orientations
u0, ux of Af at x0 and x,, respectively (i.e. u¡ is a generator of T(x¡)), we can
associate an isomorphism X(—; uQ,«,) of %X(M, x0) onto 3C,(Af, x,) which
satisfies the following "transitivity" formula
X(-; h,, u2)X(-; u0, «,) = X(- ; u0, u2)
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and the condition X(- ; u0, u0) = id. Indeed, suppose that x0 ¥= x, and choose
an oriented arc A from x0 to x, such that ux is wctransported along A. The
following commutative diagram, in which all homomorphisms are induced by
inclusions

Ht(M;r)-^—*

77,(M;T) <-H^M;

HX(M,x0; T)-^H^M,

A; T)<^—

T)

H^M, xt; r)

induces an isomorphism X = X(- ; A): %X(M,Xn)-»•%X(M,x,). Now choose
another oriented arc B from x0 to x, such that «, is u0 transported along B. If
we take any a E %X(M,x0) and any representative a E HX(M,x0; T) for a,
then X(a; B) —X(a; A) is represented by 2zz(7 - A) where zzis the integer
such that 3„(a) = (2zzw0)x0
E 770(x0; r(x0)). Now B —A is an orientation
preserving 1-cycle (over Z) and hence B —A represents an element of

77,(Af;T). It followsthat X(a; B) = X(a; A). This means that X depends only
on tz0and ux and therefore we write X(- ; t/0, «,) instead of X(—;A). In a very
similar manner we can prove the transitivity formula stated above where k, is
a generator of r(x,) (z = 0, 1,2) for x0, x„ x2 any three distinct points. If we
then define X(—; iz0, u0) = id and X(-; zz0, -«0) = —id, the transitivity
formula becomes valid generally.
Now we can state our next theorem, of which 1.1 is an immediate
consequence.

Theorem 1.2. 7zzcases 00, OE, and NO there exists a map 8: í X 5 -»
%k+x(M) with the following properties:

(l)8(e,e) = 0 for each e E 4,
(2) S(e0, £,) + 5(e„ e¡) = 8(e0, ejjfor all e0, e„ e2 E í, and
(3) S(en, —): 5 -> %k+x(M) is bijective for each e0 E 3.
7zzcase NE there exists a function which associates with each x0 E M and each
local orientation u0 of M at x0a map

8 = 8(-,

-;u0): 3 x í -> %X(M,x0)

which satisfies (1), (2), and (3) above and is such that for any two points x0,
x, E Af and for any local orientations u¡ of M at x¡ (i = 0, 1) we have

8(-,

-;ux)

= X(-;u0,ux)8(-,

-;uQ).

For many cases Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 have been known. As far as this
author knows, Hudson [4] was the first to prove a version of 1.1 in the PL
category; he dealt only with the manifolds Af = Sk+X X sm~k~x (m > 2k +
2). Haefliger and Hirsch [2] proved 1.1 in the smooth category for the cases
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OO and OE under the assumption 0 < k < \(m —4). In his book [5,

Chapter 11],Hudson defined a map d2: 5 X 5 -> Hk+X(M;Z-f)(he called it
d) and proved that d2 has properties analogous to (1) and (2) of 1.2 and that
if0<£<m-4
then d2(e0, —): 5 -» Hk+X(M; Z£ is surjective for any
e0 G i. He also asserted without proof that, again for 0 < k < m —4,
¿^(cq,—) is injective in cases OE and NE; note that this assertion for the case
NE disagrees with our Theorem 1.1.Hudson made no further comment about
the case NO. He mentioned, however, that in the case OO one can define,

imitating the definition of d2, a map </: í xi -+Hk+X(M) and that for
0 < k < m —4 the map d(sQ, -): 5 -» Hk+X(M)is bijective.
Our definition of 8 is not similar to Hudson's definition of d2 or d;
nevertheless they give essentially the same result:
Theorem 1.3. In all cases, the compositionof 8: 3 X if -» %k+x(M) and the
natural projection %k+x(M) -* Hk+X(M; Z-fj is equal to Hudson's map d2. In
case OO, 5 agrees with d up to sign.
Observe that we allow k < m —3 where Hudson requires k < m —4.
However, the only two interesting cases with k = m —3 are m = 3, A:= 0
and m = 4, k ■»1. For, if m > 5, then every closed (m —3)-connected
m-manifold is [ \ m]-connected and hence it is a homotopy m-sphere, by
Poincaré duality and the Hurewicz theorem. But for m > 5 a homotopy
m-sphere is a real m-sphere (cf. [8, p. 109]), and therefore the corresponding
set í has only one element, i.e. Theorem 1.1 is automatically true in this case.
It is natural to ask whether there is a generalization of 1.1 in which the
ambient space Eq is replaced with a ç-manifold. In fact, Theorem 1.1 is a
special case of the following theorem.
Theorem 1.4. If Q is an (m — k)-connected q-manifold without boundary,
then there exists a bijective map of the set of isotopy classes of embeddings

M-*Q onto the group %k+x(M) © trm(Q).
Theorem 1.2 admits a similar generalization, but we shall not state it. A

by-product of the proof of 1.4is the following
Corollary
1.5. Suppose that M is orientable, m — k is odd, and Q is an
(m — k)-connected q-manifold without boundary. Let ex, e2 be two embeddings
of M into Q such that ex and e2 agree everywhere except possibly on an m-ball

D c M. If ex and e2 are isotopic, then for every regular neighborhood W of
ex(M - int D) mod ex(D) u e2(D) there exists an isotopy of Q which is fixed
on W and carries ex to e2.

We conclude the introduction with a brief indication of how the map 8 of
Theorem 1.2 is constructed. Let e0, ex: M -> Eq be two arbitrary embeddings
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and let e, E 5 be the isotopy class of e¡ (i = 0, 1). Choose an zn-ball D c Af
and an orientation for D and let TVbe the closure of Af - D. Then e, is
isotopic to an embedding e: M^Eq such that e\N = e0\N. Considering
e0(D) and e(D) as m-chains in Eq - e0(int TV)form the zn-cycle e(D) e0(D) and then let 0(en, e) E HP(N), where p = m - k - 1, be the image
under e$ of the Alexander dual of e(D) - e0(D). If we divide the group
Hp (TV)by a suitable subgroup S, then the image of 6 (en, e) in HP(N)/S
depends only on e0 and e,, and moreover, the function 0*: 5x5-»
HP(N)/S induced by 0 is such that 9*(en, -) maps S bijectively onto
HP(N)/S; we have to take S trivial in case 00, equal to twice 77' (TV)in
cases OE and NO, and equal to twice the image of HP(M) -> 77*(TV)in case
NE. The map 5 is then defined to be the composition of 0* and Poincaré

duality.
2. Notation and conventions,general. Let TVbe an zz-manifold.By int TVand
3TVwe denote the interior and the boundary of TV,respectively. If c, d are
integral chains in TVsuch that their dimensions add up to n and such that the
support of c misses the support of dd and the support of d misses the support
of 9c, then c # d denotes the intersection number of c with d; here, of course,
an orientation for TVmust be specified.
Let A" be a space and Y a subspace of X. By Cl Y we shall denote the
closure of Y in X; it will always be clear from the context in which space the
closure is taken. By id^. we denote the identity mapping X -» X; the subscript
X is omitted whenever evident from the context. By a slight abuse of
notation, id will often stand for the inclusion of Y into X, e.g. if /: X -» X is a
map, then by/| Y = id we mean that/(y) = y for y £ Y.
By 7 we shall denote the closed interval [0, 1] of the real line. If X and Y
are spaces and 7:A,x7-»yx7isa
level preserving map (i.e. such that
F(X X t) c Y X t for each /), then 7, denotes the map X -> Y such that
7(x, /) = (7,(x), /). Similarly, if 7: X X 7-* Y is a homotopy, we denote by
7, the map X -» Y defined by 7,(x) = 7(x, /). An isotopyofX in Y is a level
preserving embedding X X I -> Y X I. An isotopy of Y is a level preserving
homeomorphism7: y X 7 -» y X 7 such that 70 = id; if U c Y and F\ U

X I = id, we say that 7 is fixed on U (or that 7 keeps U fixed); if U and V
are subsets of Y and if FX(U) ■ K, we say that 7carnes Î7 ozz/oV; finally, if
f,g:X -* Y are maps and Fxf=g, then 7 is said to carzy/to g.
For each positive integer zzlet E" be the «-dimensional euclidean space, i.e.
the product of zzcopies of the real line, and let I" c E" be the product of zz
copies of the closed interval [-1, 1] (thus 71 ^ 7). By 0" we denote the origin
of E". S"~x is an alternative symbol for 37". For each zzwe identify E" with

the subspace of En+X consisting of points with zero last coordinate. This
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induces canonical inclusions E" c En+k, I" c In+k, S" c Sn+k for each

k>0.
Whenever we deal with oriented manifolds we assume the manifolds E",
In,S" oriented "in the standard way" as follows. The standard orientation for
E" is determined with the natural order of the coordinate axes. In /", the
standard orientation is the one induced by the standard orientation of E".
More generally, if P is a coordinate plane in E", i.e. the linear subspace
spanned by some subcollection of the coordinate axes of E", then the
standard orientation of P is given by the natural order of the coordinate axes
of E" which are contained in P, and I" n P is oriented accordingly. The
standard orientation of S" is the one coherent with the standard orientation
of I"+1. If Q is an oriented manifold and ATis a codimension 0 submanifold
of Q, then N is always assumed to have the orientation induced by Q.

3. The first step in the construction of 8. The next paragraph introduces
some specific conventions and notation which will be valid throughout this
section and will be frequently referred to in subsequent sections.
3.1. Choose and fix an embedding e0: M -» Eq. Take an m-ball D c Af
and an orientation for D; then let N - M - int D. Choose a regular neighborhood W of e0(N) mod e0(D) in Eq and let V = Eq - int W. Denote by S

the set of all embeddings of Af into Eq and let S0 be the subset of &
consisting of those embeddings e: M -» Eq for which e\N = e0\N and
e(int D) c int V; call two such embeddings equivalent if one can be moved
to the other by an isotopy of Eq which keeps W fixed; let % be the set of the
corresponding equivalence classes in S0. Letp = m - k - 1.
Obviously the pair (AT,dN) is ^-connected and hence N unknots in Eq [5,
10.3, p. 201]. This and uniqueness of relative regular neighborhoods easily

imply
Lemma 3.2. The natural map %^>$ induced by the inclusion &0 c & is
onto.
We state here another lemma that will be used in later sections; it follows
from uniqueness of regular neighborhoods and from Hudson's "concordance
implies isotopy" theorem [6, 1.1].
Lemma 3.3. Let N' be a regular neighborhood oj N in M and let W be a
regular neighborhood oj W u eQ(N') mod e0(M —int Af') in Eq. Then each
class in % contains an embedding e: M^*Eq such that e\N' = e0|/V' and

e(M - N') c Eq - W.
Take any e E S0. Thinking of e(D) and e0(D) as (integral) m-chains we
can form the difference e(D) - e0(D), which is then an m-cycle and thus
represents an element of Hm(Eq - int e0(N)) « Hm(Eq - e0(N)). By
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Alexander duality, Hm(Eq - e0(N))œ HP(N). Let 0(e)EHp(N)
be the
element corresponding to e(D) - e0(D). Clearly, 0(e) depends only on the
class of e in 50.
Proposition

3.4. The map 0: S0-> Hp(N) induces a bijection 90: in-*

77' (TV).
Proof. To simplify the notation we will assume that Af is a submanifold of
Eq and that e0 is the inclusion. Clearly it suffices to show that the map
% -* Hm(Eq - int TV)which assigns to each s E 50 the homology class of
e(D) - e0(D), where e E &0 represents e, has a bijective right inverse y:
77M(7*-intTV)^50.
By a general position argument, Eq — TVis 1-connected, and by means of
Alexander and Poincaré duality we can show that 77,(7* - TV)= 0 for

0 < i < m. Therefore Eq - TV,and hence Eq - int TVand V, are (m - 1)connected, and by the Hurewicz theorem we have a natural isomorphism
Hm(Eq - int TV)m trm(V). This isomorphism is the first step in the construction of our bijective map y.
Consider the exact homotopy sequence of the pair (V, 3D):
^m^D)^ttm(V)^ttm(V,dD)^'nm_x(dD).

The homomorphism Trm(dD)^> ttm(V) is trivial since it factors through
trm(D). Therefore trm(V) is mapped isomorphically onto the kernel of 3:
ttm(V, 37)-»77m_,(37J>). Alternatively, with each a0 E tim(V, dD) we can
associate a natural bijective map of trm(V) onto 3 ~'(3a0).
Let 7 be the set of maps D -» V which are identity on 37J>.Fix a point
b E dD. The chosen orientation of D determines uniquely a bijective correspondence between the elements of ttm(V, dD) and homotopy classes of maps

(D, dD, b)-*(V, dD, b). Let a0 E trm(V, dD) be the element corresponding
to the inclusion D c V. Then 3 ~ '(3a0) can be identified with the quotient set
7/~ where ~ is the equivalence relation in 7 given by: /~g if /« g as
maps of (D, dD, b) into (V, dD, b). The bijective map 7rm(K)-»7/~
obtained in this way is the second step in the construction of y.
Define another equivalence relation, », in 7 by: /« g if /«* g (rel dD).
One can easily show that 7/~=
7/«. On the other hand, Irwin's embedding theorem [5, 8.1, p. 174] and Zeeman's unknotting theorem [5, 10.1, p.
198] imply that the map S0 -» 7 which assigns to each e E &0 its restriction
e\D E 7 induces a bijection 50-> 7/«. The inverse map 7/«-» 50 is the
last step in the construction of y.
Now it easily follows from the construction of y that if u is any element of
Hm(Eq — int TV)and if e E &0 represents y(zz) E 50, then u is the homology
class of e(D) - e0(D). Proposition 3.4 is proved.
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4. Proof of Theorem 1.1 in case OO and of Theorem 13. In §7 the function
5 of Theorem 1.2 will be defined and Theorem 1.2 will be proved. However,
owing to a gap in our knowledge of handle decompositions of (m - 3)connected closed m-manifolds, that proof will be valid only if k = 0 or
m — k > 4. This means that we have to give a different proof for the case
m = 4, k = 1. The essential part of this proof will be given here; it will cover
all cases with Af orientable and m — k odd. At the same time we shall do the
essential part of the proof of Theorem 1.3.
Adopt the notation and conventions of 3.1. For every Af we have a natural
isomorphism tr2: HP(N; Zj)-» Hk+X(M; Z¿ which is essentially Poincaré
duality; more precisely, it2 is the composition of isomorphisms
H> (N; Z2 )*>Hk+i (N, dN; Z2 ) « Hk+X(M, D; Z2 ) « Hk+X(Af; Z2 ).
Similarly, if Af is orientable, the orientation of Af induced by the chosen
orientation of D determines an isomorphism ir: HP(N) -» Hk+X(M).As in §1

let d2: 5 X í -> Hk+X(M;ZJ and d: 3 x á - Hk+X(M)(in case OO) be the
functions defined by Hudson. Let e0 G í be the isotopy class of e0.
Proposition
sign

4.1. In case OO, the Jollowing diagram is commutative up to

9,

Or

■Hp(tf)
■n

1

d(e0,-)
+ Hk+l(M)

Proposition 4.2. In all cases the Jollowing diagram is commutative

-» HP(N)->

HP(N; Z2)
2

3

d2(e0, -)

■+&fc+i (Af;Z2)

3.2 and 4.1 clearly imply that 50 -» i and d(e0, —) axe bijective in case OO.
Therefore Theorem 1.1 is true in case OO. At the same time we get 1.5 for

Q = Eq.
When we define our function 8 it will be obvious that 4.1 and 4.2 imply 1.3.
Therefore we shall not return to 1.3 any more.
We will give only the proof of 4.1. The proof of 4.2 is very similar, only
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easier. First we will recall the definition of d.
Suppose that Af is orientable and m — k is odd. Let e: M -* Eq be an
arbitrary embedding and let e G á be its isotopy class. We define, following
Hudson [5, Chapter 11], the difference class d(e0, e) E Hk+X(M) as follows.
Take a general position map G:M X I^>Eq X I such that

G(x, 0) = (e0(x), 0) and G(x, 1) = (e(x), 1) for each x G Af
(such a map can be constructed from a homotopy of Af in Eq from e0 to e).
The singular set S(G) of G has dimension < k + 1. Choose triangulations of

M X I and Eq x I with respect to which G is simplicial.Then S(G) is a
subcomplex oí M X I. Choose an oriented (k + l)-simplex o in S(G). Since
the set of triple points of G has dim < k + 1 there exists a unique oriented
(k + l)-simplex ax¥: o in S(G), and there exists an oriented (k + l)-simplex
t in Eq X / such that G(o) = G(ox) = t, with matching orientations. Choose
an orientation for M X I. Let a*, of, t* be the dual cells of a, o„ t,
respectively, oriented so that the intersection numbers a # a*, a, # of, and
t # t* are all equal to 1 (here Eq X I is oriented as a subspace of Eq+l). It
can easily be seen that G embeds o* and af properly into r* and that
G (do*) n G (do*) = 0. Let «(o) denote the intersection number

G(o*) # C7(of)in t* (note that dim o* = dim a* = m —k and dim t* =
2(m — k)). Obviously n(o) is independent of the orientation oi M X I. The
sum w = 2«(o)a as o runs over all (A:+ l)-simplices of S(G) and in each
some orientation is chosen turns out to be a (k + l)-cycle in Af X /, and the
image of the class of this cycle under the projection Hk+X(M XI)-*
Hk+X(M)is then by definition the difference class d(e0, e). It can be proved
that d(e0, e) really depends only on e0 and e.

Proof of 4.1. As in the proof of 3.4 we shall think of Af as a submanifold
of Eq and of e0 as the inclusion. Take a regular neighborhood N' of N in Af
and let D' = Af - int Af'. Choose an arbitrary e G í0. By 3.3 we can represent e by an embedding e E $0 such that e\N' = id.
Choose a triangulation K for N. Then let K X I be the cell complex on
N X I c Eq X I consisting of convex linear cells a X I, for a E K, and

their faces.
Choose a homotopy H: D' X I-» Eq (rel dD') from the inclusion to e\D'
such that H is a general position map and in general position with respect to
K in the following sense: H(D' X I) misses the (p — l)-skeleton of K and
intersects the p-skeleton of A in a finite set, and each intersection point of

H(D' X I) with ap-simplex a of A has a neighborhood U in Eq such that
H\H~X(U)

is an embedding and there exists a homeomorphism U-*Iq

which maps anU,N'nU,
and H(H~\U)) onto I", Im, and 0" X /m+1,
respectively.Now define G: M X I -» Eq X I by: G\ATX / = id and
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G (x, t) = (77(x, /), /) for x E D',t El.
Use this map G to evaluate Hudson's difference class d(tn, e) (by a slight
abuse of notation we denote the image of e under % -» 5 again by e). First
construct the (¿ + l)-cycle w = ~2.n(o)om M X I as described above and
then let z be the (k + l)-cycle in Af which is the image of w under the chain
map induced by the projection Af X 7 -» Af. Thus i/(e0, e) is the class of z.
We assert that m~xd(e0,e) = (- l)m+I0o(E).To prove this we shall represent
tt~xd(eQ, e) and f?0(e)by explicit p-cocycles: tr~xd(tn, e) is the class of the
cocycle which assigns to each oriented p-simplex a of ATthe intersection
number a # z in Af (where the orientation of Af is induced by the chosen
orientation of D), and f?0(e)is the class of the cocycle which assigns to a the
intersection number a # H(D' x I) in Eq (here D' x I is oriented coherently with D' X 1). Therefore it suffices to prove that if a is an arbitrary
oriented p-simplex of K, then a # z = (- l)m+Io # H(D' X 7).
The support \w\ of w is contained in the singular set S(G). Therefore

(TVX 7) n M C (TVX 7) n G(D' X I) and in particular (a X I) n M c
(a X I) n G(D' X I); the latter inclusion is actually an equality, which
follows from the manner in which H(D' X I) intersects a. Consequently
a n \z\ = a n 77(7)' X 7). Therefore it suffices to show that if x E a n
H(D' X I), then the local intersection number at x of a with z in Af is equal
to (- l)m+1 times the local intersection number at x of a with H(D' X 7) in

E".
By hypothesis there exist a neighborhood U of x in Eq and a homeomor-

phism h: U-►I" mapping o n U, TV'n U, and H(H~\U)) onto I", Im,
and 0* X 7m+1,respectively.Choose h so that h, h\a n U, and «|7V n U
have degree 1 (as homeomorphisms onto their respective images). Suppose
that h\H(H~x(U)) has degree (- 1Y\Then the local intersection number at x
of a with 77(7)' X 7) in Eq is (- 1)J.Since

fl(|z|n U) = h(N' n 7/(7)' X 7) n Í/) = (V X 7*+1,
the local intersection number at x of a with z in M is equal to the coefficient
with which the oriented (k + l)-ball h~x(W X Ik+X) appears in z. We are
now going to determine this coefficient.
Obviously there exists a unique / E int 7 such that (x, /) E (a x 7) n
G(D' X I). Choose a homeomorphism/: 7 -* /' which sends 0, /, 1 to —1, 0,
1, respectively. Then h x fis a homeomorphism of U X I onto 7,+ l mapping

(a n U) X I onto Ip X QT+XX Ix and (TV'n U) X I onto Im X (y+1 X 71.
By a suitable isotopy of Iq+X which moves points only in the "vertical"
direction we can move A X/ to a homeomorphism g: U X I-*Iq+x which

maps (TV'n U) X I onto A = 7m x 0"+i x Ix and G(7)' X 7) n (U X I)
onto B = (y X 7m+1 x 0 and makes the following diagram commutative
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X J1

h

u--->Iq

(the vertical arrows mean the natural projections). Clearly g has degree 1, and
g~x\B has degree (—1)' (again, as a homeomorphism onto its image). Since
we agreed to orient D' X I coherently with fl'x 1 we must accordingly
orient N' X I coherently with N' X 1. Hence g~x\A has degree (- l)m.

Let R = A n B = 0" X Ik+XX 0"*2 and let A', B', C be the dual cubes
(i.e. orthogonal complements) of R in A, B, and Iq+X,respectively. Note that
if all cubes have standard orientations, then the intersection numbers R # A '
in A, R # B' in B, and R # C" in Iq+X axe all equal to 1, and the
intersection number >T # B' in C is —1.
The coefficient with which h~x(fy X Ik+X) appears in z is clearly equal to
the coefficient with which g~x(R) appears in w; the latter coefficient is, as
follows from the definition of d, (-l)m+i times the intersection number
A' # B' in C, which is further equal to (- i)m+i+1. This proves the relation
a # z = (- l)m+xa # H(D' X I) and concludes the proof of 4.1.
5. Handle decompositions of Af and W. Suppose that & = 0orÂ:<m-4.
Adopt the notation and conventions of 3.1. In the proof of Theorem 1.2 we
shall need some special handle decompositions of Af and W. The objective of
§5 is to construct these handle decompositions and to introduce further
notation.
Lemma 5.1. IJ k = 0 or k < m —4, then M has a handle decomposition with
the Jollowing properties :
(1) handles oj the same index are disjoint;

(2) D is the only m-handle;
(3) all handles except D have index < p;
(4) in case NO all (m - l)-handles are nonorientable (where an (m - 1)-

handle A¡ is called (nori)orientable iJA¡ u D is a (non)orientable manijold); in
case NE precisely one (m — I)-handle is nonorientable.
Proof. We will show how to construct a handle decomposition of Af such
that the dual decomposition has the properties required in 5.1. It is well
known that M possesses handle decompositions in which D is the only
0-handle (see e.g. [5, 4.3, p. 234]). It is also easy to arrange that handles of the
same index are disjoint. This takes care of (1) and (2) of 5.1. If k = 0, then (3)
is automatically satisfied. If 1 < k < m - 4, then (since the pair (N, dN) is
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¿-connected) we can apply [11, Theorem 3] to construct a handle decomposition of Af in which D is a 0-handle and all other handles have index > ¿. So
we get (3) in all cases.
Now suppose that Af is nonorientable. Take an arbitrary handle decomposition of Af in which D is the only 0-handle. Clearly, at least one of the
1-handles is nonorientable, i.e. such that its union with D is a nonorientable

manifold. Denote by Af, the union of D and all 1-handles. Let A0 be a
nonorientable 1-handle and let A be any other 1-handle. It is easy to see that
sliding one component of the attaching tube of A isotopically across A0
changes the orientability type of A, while Af, remains the same up to
homeomorphism [5, 2.1, p. 227]. It follows that we can always find decompositions in which there is only one nonorientable 1-handle and also decompositions in which all 1-handles are nonorientable. This concludes the proof

of 5.1.
Choose, and fix, a handle decomposition of Af satisfying (l)-(4) of 5.1. For
each z denote by Af, the union of handles of index < i. As is well known we
can represent Af as a CW complex X such that, for each z, Af, is a regular
neighborhood in Af of the z'-skeletonX' of X and such that C1LY'—Af,_,) is
the union of core disks of /-handles of Af. Observe that Mp = TVand let

Wo= Mp-v Do - CKM - TV0),7 = Xp, P0 = X"'1. Let A = TVn D0 and
let A,,...,

An be the components of A, i.e. thep-handles of Af. Further let

C - A r\ p and C, - A}n 7; thus Cj is the core disk of Ay
Take the handle decomposition of e0(Af) corresponding to the chosen
decomposition of Af. Then construct a handle decomposition of W such that
each handle of W intersects e0(N) in a handle of e0(N) having the same core

disk. Let W0 be the union of handles of W of index < p — 1 and let
V0 = Eq - int Wn. Then e0(N0) is properly embedded in Wn, and e0(Dn) is

properly embedded in V0.Finally let B — W n V0and let Bj be thep-handle
of W with core disk e0(Cj)(1 < / < zz).
6. Improving isotopies of Af in Eq. The main result of this section is 6.3,
which is an extension of Theorem 1.1 in [10]. In the following lemma we
consider all our I" and S" oriented in the standard way, and each product
Ip X S" is given the orientation induced from Sp+n.
Lemma 6.1. Consider the standard inclusions Ip X Sr c Ip X Sp+r and
Ip X a c Ip X Sp+r, where p > 3, r > 0, and a E Sp+r - Sr. For any em-

bedding e: Ip X Sr-+Ip

X Sp+r such that e\Sp~x X Sr = id let s(e) denote

the intersection number (Ip X a) # e(Ip X Sr) in Ip X Sp+r. Then we have:

(1) ifp is odd, thens(e) = 0;
(2) ifp is even, then s(e) is even and, moreover, for any integer n there exists
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X Sp+r (with e„\Sp~x X Sr = id) such that

Proof. First observe that s(e) is independent of a: if a, b E S,/,+r — Sr,
then there exists an isotopy H of proper embeddings of P inP X Sp+r such

that H0 = id X a, Hx = id X b, and H,(SP~X) misses e(P x Sr) for every t;
thus P X a and P X b have the same intersection number with e(P X Sr).
Lemma 6.1 will be proved by induction on r. Take first r = 0. Let u = (1,
O*) G Sp. For each integer n choose an embedding e„: P x S°^>P X Sp as
follows: take any map gn: (P, Sp~x) -» (Sp, u) representing n E irp(Sp, u) (i.e.
g„ has degree n with respect to the standard orientations of P and Sp) and
set en(x, i) = (x, ign(x)) for x G P, i = ±1. Denote by s+(en) and s_(en) the

intersection numbers oi P X a with en(P x u) and en(P X (-«)), respectively. Then s+(en) = n and s(e„) = j+(e„) - s_(e„).
The number s_(en) is, like s(e„), independent of a. Thus s_(en) = (2* X

(—a)) # e„(P X (—«)). The autohomeomorphism h oi P X Sp defined by
h(x, y) = (x, —y) has degree (— Yf+X and maps P X a, e„(P X u) onto
P X(-a),
en(P X (-«)), respectively, in an orientation preserving way.
Hence the intersection number of h(P x a) with he„(P X u) in P X Sp is
(-iy+1 times the same intersection number evaluated in h(P X Sp); in
symbols, s_(e„) = (-Tf+xs+(en). It follows that s(en) = (1 + (-lY)s+(en),
i.e. s(e„) = 0 if p is odd and s(en) = 2n if p is even.
Take now an arbitrary embedding e: P X S°-*P X Sp such that e\Sp~l

X S° = id. Then e\P X u » ej/'

X « (rel S*-1 x u) for some n. By

Zeeman's unknotting theorem [5, 10.1, p. 198] we can get an isotopy F of
/' X Sp which is fixed on the boundary and carries e\P X u to en\P X u.
Let U be a regular neighborhood of e„(P X u) in P X Sp such that U misses
e„(P X (-«)) and Fxe(P X (-u)). Since the pair (P X S", e„(P X u)) is
homeomorphic to (P X Sp, P X u) (e.g. by the n-isotopy extension theorem
[5, 6.13, p. 154]), V is a 2p-ball. Therefore the restrictions of Fxe and en to
P X (- u) are homotopic (rel S"~x x (- u)) in V. We thus see that e =* e„
(rel Sp~x X 5°), and hence s(e) = s(en). This finishes the case r = 0.

Now suppose that, for some r > 0, Lemma 6.1 is true for embeddings of
/' XT'
in /' X S"*'-1. Take an embedding e: P XSr-*P X Sp+r
such that e\Sp~x X Sr = id. Let Dx be the hemisphere of Sp+r consisting of
points in Sp+r with nonnegative first coordinate; let D2 = Sp+r —int Dx and
B¡ = Sr n D¡ (i = 1, 2). Using regular neighborhood theory (cf. the proof of
[10, 2.1]) we can show that e is isotopic, via an isotopy of P X Sp+r which
keeps the boundary fixed, to an embedding which maps P X int B¡ into
/' X int D¡ (i = 1, 2); therefore we will assume that e(P x int B¡) c P x
int D¡. The restriction e' = e\P X 3J5, is then a proper embedding of P

X 35, into P X 32), and e'lS7"-1X 32?,= id. Conversely,any proper embed-
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ding e': Ip X 37, -» Ip X 37, with e'\Sp~x X 37, - id can be extended to an
embedding e of Ip X Sr into Ip X Sp+r such that elS'-1 XS' = id. If we
choose our point a in 37, - 37,, if we orient 37, coherently with 7, and 37,
coherently with Dx, and if we denote by s'(e') the intersection number of
Ip X a with e'(Ip x 37,) in Ip X 37,, then s(e) = i'(e'). This, together with
our hypothesis that 6.1 is true for r — 1, proves 6.1 for r.

The first part of the proof of 6.1 implies
Corollary
6.2. Take the situation of 6.1 with r = 0. If we reverse the
orientation in one component of Ip X S°, then we have:

(1) ifp is even, then s(e) = 0;
(2) ifp is odd, then s(e) is even and, moreover, every even integer is obtained
as s (e) for some e.

Proposition 6.3. Suppose that k = 0 or k < m - 4. Adopt the notation and
conventions of 3.1 and of §5. Then, given any e E S0 representing the same
class of 5 as e0, there exists an isotopyF of Eq such that

7,e0 = e, F\(WQU C) X 7 = id, and 7(7 X I) = B X I.
By 1.5 a stronger version of 6.3 holds in case 00 (and hence also for
m = 4, k = 1, which is essentially the only case not satisfying the hypotheses
of 6.3). Nevertheless we will include the case OO in our proof since it will be
discussed together with the case OE. We also remark that Proposition 6.3 and
its proof remain valid if Eq is replaced with any (m — ¿)-connected ff-mani-

fold Q.
Proof of 6.3. We will again assume that Af is a submanifold of Eq and

that e0is the inclusion. If ¿ > 0, 6.3 follows directly from [10, 1.1and 2.6] (we
let P0, WQ, B have the roles of 7, W, and W', respectively). Suppose,
therefore, that ¿ = 0 (and hence q = 2m andp = m — 1). For this case [10,
1.1] implies that there exists an isotopy 77 of Eq, fixed on W0, such that
77,|Af = e. Thus our task is only to correct 77, keeping it unchanged on
Wn X 7, so that the corrected isotopy will be fixed on C and will map 7X7

onto itself.
To get the desired "correction" of 77 it suffices to find a proper embedding

g: (D n A) x I^(V
and the m-sphere

n 7) X 7 such that g is identity on d((D n A) x I)

g{(D n/i)X/)u

((D n TV0)X 7) U 77(7 X37)

is homologous to 0 in V. Indeed, suppose that we have found such an
embedding g. By [6, 1.5 and 4.1] we can assume that g is the restriction to

(D n A) X I of an isotopy G' of V n 7 which is fixed on d(V n 7).
Extend G' to an isotopy G of W, fixed on W0 U C and satisfying GX\A= id;
the extension G\B¡ X 7 of G'\(B¡ n V) X I can be constructed as follows:
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using a level preserving homeomorphism

(7„ A„ C„ B,nV)Xl-*

(Iq, Im, I", IpXSm)Xl

we can transfer our extension problem to Iq x I, where it can be solved
exploiting the cone structure of Iq X I with base (7* X 0) u (Sq~x X I) and
vertex (0?, 1). Let g': 3(7 X 7)-»3(F X 7) be the embedding which agrees
with g on (7 n A)X I and with 77 on the rest of 3 (7 X 7). By hypothesis,
g'(3 (7 X 7)) ~ 0 in V X I (the symbol ~ means "is homologous to"). It
follows that g' =* 0 in V X 7, for V X I is (zzi— l)-connected, by a general
position argument. Now Irwin's embedding theorem [5, 8.1, p. 174] implies

that g' extends to a proper embedding/': D X I -» V X I. By [6, 1.5and 4.1]
we can assume that there exists an isotopy 7' of V which agrees with /' on
7 X 7 and with G on dV X I. Then the isotopy 7 of Eq which is equal to 7'
on V X I and to G on If X 7 satisfies the assertions of 6.3.
To construct an embedding g as indicated above we shall have to divide
our discussion into three cases. But first we construct a couple of new objects.
Let c: dW0 X 7-> W0 be a collar on dW0 such that c(3TV0X 7) c TV0and
c((P n dW0)X I) c 7. Let 7' = 7 U c((B n W0)X I) and let 7/ be the
component of B' containing 7, (1 < i < ri). For each z choose a homeomorphism h¡: (Iq, Im, Ip)-*(B¡, 7/ n Af, 7/ n 7). Consider the parallelepiped
L = Im X I X (y c Iq. The cube 7m is a face of 7 and thus 37 - int 7m is
an w-ball. Let

Af*= (M - B') u U Ä,(37- int Im).
Then Af* n C = 0. Choose a homeomorphism Af -» Af* which is identity on
Af — 7' and maps A onto Af* n 7; for an arbitrary subset U c Af let
U* c Af* be the image of U. Now we can start with
Cases 00 and OE. Choose an i (1 < z < zz). By a general position argument Vnis zzz-connected, and therefore Zeeman's unknotting theorem [5, 10.1,
p. 198] implies that there exists an isotopy J of V0 X I, fixed on d(VQ X I),
which carries 771C,X 7 to inclusion. Let

y = (V0 X 0) U (dVQX 7) U 77(Af X 1) c3(V0 X I).

Then (7, X 7, (7, X I) n Y) and (JXH(B¡X 7), (7, X I) n Y) are two
regular neighborhoodsof C, X 7 in (V0 X I, Y). Hence (cf. [10, 1.5])there
exists an isotopy K of V0X I, fixed on (C, X 7) U Y, which carries 7,77(7,
X 7) onto 7, X 7. Let G, = KXJXH\B¡X 7: 7, X 7-» 7, X 7. Now suppose
that we have constructed such a G, for each z. Define G: Wxl^Wxl
by

G\ WnX I - id and G|7, X 7 = G, (1 < z < «), and then let g: (D C\A)X
7-» (7 n K) X 7 be the restriction of G.

Consider the embeddingg': 3(7 X 7)-*3(K X 7) defined by g'|37 X 7
= G|37 X 7 and g'|7 X 37 = 77|7 x 37.We have to showthat
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g'(d(D X2))~0
in V X I. Choose an orientation for 2)* X I. Then, as (m + l)-chains,
D* X I = (D X I) + (A* X I), and consequently

3 (D* X I) = 3 (D X I) + 3 (A* X I)
= (D Xdl) + ((D n AT0)X 2) + (A* Xdl)

and
22(3(D* X I)) « g'(D Xdl) + g'((D n N0) X I) + G(A* X32)
= g'(d(DXl))
+ G(d(A*Xl)).
We have G(d(A* X I))~0 in (V0 - C) X I, and hence in V X I, since
A* X I c (V0 - C) X 2. Therefore it sufficesto show that 22(3 (2>*X I)) ~
Oin(F0- C)X7.
For each /',H\C¡ x I ~ id (rel 3 (C, X 2)) in V0X I. Therefore

H(D$ X I) # (C, X 2) = H(DS X I) # 22(C, X 2) = 0.
Now we can apply Whitney's lemma [8, 5.12] to push ¡¡(D^ X 2) isotopically

off C XI, keeping22(3(2)J X I)) fixed.This provesthat 22(3(2>*X 2)) ~
0 in (V0 —C) X 2 and finishesthe proof of 6.3 for the cases OO and OE.
Case NO. Divide D X I into four parts-2?, S, T, and £-as follows (see
Figure 1). Let R be a regular neighborhood of

(A n 2)) Xlmodd((A

n 2)) X 2) in 2) X 2

and let 2i, = Cl((2) X 2) - R); let S be a regular neighborhoodof R n Ex
in 2s, and let E2 = Cl(2s, - 5); let T he a regular neighborhood of 5 n £2
mod 3(5 n E¿ in £2 and let E = Cl(E2 - T). For each / let R¡, R" be the
two components of R intersecting A¡ and let 2?, = R¡ U R", R' = U 2?/,
2?" = U 2?/'.Similarly,and consistently,define S¡, S¡",S¡, S', S" and T¡, T¡",
T¡, T, T". Now we are going to define a map/: D X I -» V0X I by defining

separately/| £, /| 7",J\ S, and/|2i.

Figure 1
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D0 X I, and hence H(D* X I), can be thought of as the quotient space of

E obtainedby gluing£ n T¡ to E n T¡"for each /. Let
J\E:E^H(DK*Xl)
be the corresponding quotient map. More precisely, let / map E onto

H(D¡ X I) in sucha waythat/(2i n (D X/)) = H(D* *J)U = 0»1).f<>r
each point x G H(C? X I) the inverse image/-1(x) contains exactly two
points, one from each component of E n T¡, andj~x(x) is a single point for
any other x G 22(2)* X I).
For each i let J\S¡ n T{ be a homeomorphism onto Cf X I extending
/| 3 (S{ n T¡) (the latter map has already been defined since 3(5 n T) =
3 (T n E)). Then let/| T: T -» K0X 2 be an arbitrary extensionof/|37'; at
least one such extension exists because V0 is m-connected. Take a

homeomorphismh: T" -►7" such that /|2i n T" = (/|2í n T')h and then
let/|7"' = (/|7")A.
Now extend the map/IS n T: S n T-+ C* X I to a map/|5 of S onto
A* X I such that /|S - T is a homeomorphism onto (A* - C*) X I and

/|3(2? n 5) = id.
The map/| 7? will be defined a little later. It will depend on the intersection

numbers of the balls C¡ X I with /(£,) = f(E uSuT)
(here C X 2 is
oriented arbitrarily and E, S, T are given orientations induced by some
orientation of D X I). So let us see what we can say about these intersection
numbers.
We can assume without loss of generality that (C X 2) n H(C* X 2) =
0. Then for each /' the intersection numbers of C, X 2 with/(2i) and f(T) are
defined and their sum is (C, X 2) # f(Ex). In cases OO and OE we proved
that (C¡ X I) # 72(2)* X I) was 0 for each /; now we can prove, using the
same argument, only that the intersection number modulo 2 of C¡ X I with
H(DX*X I) is 0. This implies that (C, X I) # H(D* X I) is even. Observe
that it follows from the manner in which/| T" was defined that

(CiXl)#J(Ti")

= (CiXl)#J(Tj)

for each i and/; hence (C, X 2) # J(T) is even. We conclude that (C¡ X
I) # J(EX) = 2n, for some integer n¡.

Orient (A n D) X I = (A X I) n R coherently with R and let C* X I
have the orientation corresponding to the chosen orientation of C X I. Since

(5, n v, a,, n d, c; ) x i « (im x sm,r x s°, im x (o, 1,or-1))
and since each A¡ is a nonorientable (m - l)-handle of Af it follows from 6.2
that there exists a proper embedding g: (A n D)X I -*(B n V) X I such

that g\d((A n D) X I) = id and (Ç* X 2) # g((A n D) X I) = -2n¡ for
each /'.
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Now let/|(.4 n 7) X 7 = g and then let/|7: 7 -> 7 x 7 be an arbitrary
extension of the already defined map f\ 37: 37-»(7 n V) x I. We have

(C, X 7) #/(7) - (C,*x 7) #f(R n(AX I)) = -2/z, for each i, and
consequently (C, X 7) # /(7 X 7) = 0. It easily follows that /(3 (7 X 7))
~0 in (VQ- C) X 7 and hence in V X I. But /|3(7 X 7) is obviously
homo topic in 3 (V X I) to the map g' which agrees with g on (A n 7) X 7

and with 77 on the rest of 3 (7 X 7). Therefore g'(3 (7 X 7)) ~ 0 in V x I,
what we had to prove.
Case NE. By construction all (m - l)-handles A¡ of Af are orientable
except one, say Ax. We can assume without loss of generality that 77 is fixed
on C, and maps 7, X 7 onto itself; for if 77 fails to have these two properties,

we can find an isotopy J of Eq X I, fixed on Eq X 0, W0X I, 77(Af X 1),
such that JXH\CXX 7 = id and 7,77(7, X 7) = 7, X 7 (cf. the beginningof
the discussion of cases 00 and OE above), and then we can replace 77 with

7,77.
Define subsets 7, S, T, E of 7 X 7 and maps f\E, f\ T - Tx,f\S - Sx as
in case NO; let/|7,:

7,->/7(C*

X 7) be the composition of a retraction

7, -* 7, n 7 and of /|7, n 7, and let/|7,: 7, -> 7/(04, n 7) X 7) be the
composition of a retraction 7, -» 7, n (A x I) and of 77; then let f\Sx:
SX-*(BXn V) X I be an extension of/|5, n (7, u 7,) such that f\ Sx - 7,
is a homeomorphism onto H ((A* — C*) X I). Now we can show as in case
NO that for each z there exists an integer n¡ such that (C, X I) # f(Ex) = (C,

X I) # f(E) = 2n¡; clearly zz,= 0. By 6.1 we can now define /|7 —7, in
such a way that (C, x 7) # f(D X 7) = 0 for each /; then we can take

g = f\(A n 7) X 7. Proposition 6.3 is proved.
7. The definition of 5 and the proof of 1.2. We will.now prove that for some
subgroup S of HP(N) there exists a bijective map 0X: 5 -» HP(N)/S such
that the following diagram is commutative

30

*°

»7fP(fV)

S -i—*Hp(N)IS
This is an immediate consequence of the following
Proposition 7.1. Adopt the notation and conventions of 3.1 and 3.4. There
exists a subgroup S C HP(N) such that for each e E 5

{0(e2) - 0(ex)\ex,e2 E e n &0} = S.

Specifically,S - 0 in case OO, S = 2/7'(TV) in cases OE and NO, and S2 im[Hp(M) -> 77"(TV)]in case NE.
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Proof. We shall assume that k —0 or k < m —4. As we know, this
assumption excludes only the case m = 4, k = 1, for which 7.1 has already
been proved (see 4.1). Of course, for the same reason we could now omit the
whole case 00. But we will include this case in our proof since it requires no
extra work.
Again we will think of Af as a submanifold of Eq and of e0 as the inclusion.
Adopt the notation and conventions of §5. Then 7 is a deformation retract of
TV,and therefore 0 induces a map 9': S0 -» HP(P); for an arbitrary e E &0,
0'(e) E HP(P) is the Alexander dual of the class of e(D) - e0(D) in
Hm(Eq - P). Clearly we may prove the assertion of 7.1 for H"(P) and 0'
instead of HP(N) and 0.
We know that 9'(e) (for e E S0) depends only on the class of e in 50. Our
plan for proving 7.1 is to replace every given pair ex, e2 E S0 n e with
another pair e\, e'2such that e¡ and e'¡are in the same class of 50 (z = 1, 2) and
such that the pair e\, e2 is sufficiently "nice" that an explicit evaluation of the
difference 9'(e'2) - 0'(e'x) is possible. For this purpose we must first propose a
way for explicit evaluation of 0'. This is done in the next two paragraphs.
Let cP denote the cone on 7; for every subset 7 c 7 let c7 be the subcone
of cP with base 7. Extend the inclusion 7 c Eq to a map /: cP -» Eq; for
every T c 7 denote f(cT) by y 7. We can assume that/satisfies the following
conditions:
(a) the singular set of / is empty or finite and misses 7 u cP0;
(b)/~'(Af) - 7 is empty or finite and misses cP0;

(c) (W, W n yP) is a regular neighborhoodof 7 in (Eq, yP);
(d) BnyP0 = 0;
(e) (7„ A¡, C„ 7, n y7) « (Iq, Im, I", Ip X Of-"-1 X I) for each i.
In our proof of 7.1 we shall use the following explicit definition of 0'. Let
e E S>0.Referring to the cellular cohomology of 7 (with respect to the CW
structure of 7 as the p-skeleton of the CW complex X introduced in §5)
consider the p-cochain which assigns to each oriented p-cell 7 of 7 the
intersection number (e(D) - e0(D)) # yE where y7 is oriented coherently
with 7. This cochain is automatically a cocycle, and its class in Hp(P) is

0'(e).
Choose a regular neighborhood (W, TV',W' n y7) of W in (Eq, M, yP)
and let V = Eq - int W', D' = M - int TV'.Choose a homeomorphism of

dW X I onto W' n V which maps 3TVX / onto TV'n 7 and (dW n y7) X
/ onto W' n V n y7. Let B' be the union of 7 and the image of (7 n V) X
I; analogously define A', A'„ 7/ (1 < i < »). Denote by S0' the set of all
embeddings e: M -» Eq such that e\N' - id and <?(int7') c int V. By 3.3
each class of 50 has a representative in &¿.
For each e E 5 denote by 7(e) the set of all pairs (ex, e¡) E S0 X S0 such
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that <?,G &¿ n e, e2 agrees with <?,on D' u N U AT¿,and e204' n 2)) is
properly embedded in B' n K. We assert that for each e G 5 the set
5(e) = {B'(e2) - B'(ex)\ex,e2 E S0 n e},
in which we are interested, coincides with the set
S'(e) = {9'(e2) - 0'(ex)\(ex,e2) E T(e)}.

First we will show that S'(e) c S(e). Take (e,, t-j) G T(e). The only thing
to prove is that e2 is isotopic to ex. We construct an isotopy G of £? carrying

e2 to e, as follows. Let G be fixed on V u W0.Let t7|(5' n V) X I be an
isotopy of 2T n V which carries e2|v4/n D to inclusion (= e,|/4' n D),
keeping B' n V and 2?' n Kn W¿ fixed (existence of such an isotopy is
guaranteed by [6, 1.1]). To extend G over B X I choose for each i a level
preserving homeomorphism h¡: (B¡, A¡, C¡) X I-*(Iq, Im, P) X I. Thinking
oí Iq X I as the rectilinear cone with base U = (Iq x 0) u (Sq~x x I) and
vertex (0?, 1) extend the level preserving autohomeomorphism h¡Gh¡~x\Uoi U
conewise to a (level preserving) autohomeomorphism of Iq x I. Then transfer this extension back to B(X I and let the result, by definition, by

G\B¡ X I. Note that GX\A= id since G,|3^ = id and since GX\A¡is the
conewise extension of Gx\dA¡.This means that Gxe2\A— ex\A; clearly Gxe2=
ex elsewhere. The inclusion S'(e) c S(e) is proved.
Now we will prove the other inclusion, i.e. S(e) c S'(e). Take ex, e2 E &0
n e and consider O^e^ - B'(ex) E S(e). Since $¿ intersects each class of i0
and since 0'(e¡) depends only on the class of e¡ in 50 (/ = 1, 2) we can assume
without loss of generality that ex, e2 E e¿ n e. Now, since ex and e2 are
isotopic it follows from 6.3 that there exists an isotopy F of Eq such that

Fxe2= <?,, F\(W¿ u C) X I = id, and F(B' X 2) = B' X I. Define isotopies K and L of Eq as follows. Identify W n V with 3W X 2 in such a

way that dW is identifiedwith 3W x 0, 3W with dW X 1, and B' n V
with (B' n V) X I. Let A|W X I = id and A|K' X 2 = F\V X I; on IT'
D K = 30" X 2 defineA"by
(x,s)

if r < s

K,(x,s) = -

(xEdW';s,tEl).
(Ft_s(x),s)

Ht>s

Let L be fixedon V u FPq;on IK' n K = 3IK' X 2 defineL by
(x, s)

if / < 1 —s

Lf(x,í) = -|

(xG3IK';í,rG2);
(FtFx-_ls(x),s)

ifr>l-i
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then extend 7 conewise over each 7, X 7 (cf. the definition of G|7 X 7
above).
Let e = Kxe2.Then Lxe = ex, and hence (ex, e) E 7(e). Since K is fixed on
W, e and e2 are in the same class of %. Therefore 0'(e2) - 0'(ex) = 0'(e) 0'(ex) E S'(e). This completes the proof that 5(e) = S'(e).
The set S'(e) will be relatively easy to describe explicitly. For each z denote
by 7, the p-cell of the CW complex Xp = 7 that contains C¡; choose an
orientation for E¡. Let (ex, e^ E 7(e). According to what was said above,
0'(e2) — 0'(ex) E HP(P) is the class of thep-cocycle zzwhich assigns to each
E¡ the intersection number (e2(D) - ex(D)) # y7¿. Note that e2(D) - ex(D)
= e2(A' n 7) - (A' n 7). Since A' C\ D misses y7 and since e2(Ajn 7)
misses y7, for i +j, u(E¡) = e2(A¡ n 7) # y7,. It will be easier for us to see
the result if we bring everything to a canonical situation. For each z we have

(7/n v,A¡nD,B¡n

vnyE,)

« (Ip X S"-p-x, Ip X sm-"-x, I" Xa)Xl
« (/"•-* X Sm, Im~k x Sk, r~k

X a)

where a = (0a, 1) E Sm. Choose, and fix, homeomorphisms

g,:(7,'n V,A¡nD,B¡n

Kny7,)

-*(/"■"*

X Sm,Im~k X Sk,Im-k

x a).

Then each / = g¡e2grx\Im~k X S* is a proper embedding of Im~k X Sk
into Im~k X Sm satisfying/|5m"*_1 X Sk = id. Clearly,

*(Et) ='fi(Im~k X Sk) # (/•-*

X a).

Now, as (e„ e-j)ranges over all 7(e) we get for each/ all possible embeddings
of /"•-* X Sk into /""* X 5m such tbatf^S" X Sk - id. Therefore 6.1 and
6.2 will give us the complete information about the set S'(e).
Case 00. It follows from 6.1 that all/(/m_fc X Sk) # (Im~k X a) are 0
for any choice of the/-. Thus S"(e) = 0 for any e.
Case OE. Again by 6.1, f¡(Im~k X Sk) # (Im~k X a) is necessarily even
and, moreover, it can be any even integer. Hence S"(e) = 2/7'(7) for any e.
Case NO. Now each A¡ is a nonorientable handle of Af and therefore 6.2
implies that the set of all possible values for each/(7m x S°) # (Im X a) is

2Z. Thus we have again S'(e) = 2HP(P) for each e.
Case NE. Now one (zzi- l)-handle of Af, say A,, is nonorientable and all
other (m - l)-handles are orientable. Therefore 6.2 implies that
/,(/mX

5°) #(ImXa)

is necessarily 0 while the possible values for any other/(/m X S0) # (Im X
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ä) are precisely all even integers. The description of S '(e) is now a little more
involved.
Represent Af as the CW complex X as described in §5. The cellular chain
complex C„(A"), regarded as a graded group, is the direct sum of graded
subgroups C^ and C¿2)which are defined as follows: Cj-X)—0 if / > m or
j < m — 1, C^X)= Cm(X) = the infinite cyclic group generated by the unique
m-cell of X, and C^'2, = the cyclic subgroup of Cm_x(X) generated by Ex;
C}2)= 0 if/ > m, C/2) - Cj(X) if/ < m - 1, and C¿2>,= the subgroup of
Cm_x(X) generated by E2,..., En. Clearly C¿2)is a subcomplex of CJ(X).
Now consider Cjf\ The boundary of the generator of C^!) is 2EX; hence Ex is
a cycle and hence the boundary homomorphism maps C£l, to 0. It follows
that C^X),too, is a subcomplex of C^(X). For the subcomplex Xm~x = P oi X
we have Cj(Xm-x) = 0 for/ > m and C/À"""1) = C,(l)© C/2)for/ < m.
The cochain complex C*(X) = Hom(CJJC), Z) is the direct sum of
cochain complexes C*X)= HonyX^, Z) and C*2)= Hom(C¿2), Z). Observe
that the coboundary homomorphism 8: Cftf1 -» C") is injective; in particular, it maps the generator of C(7)~' to twice the generator of C"y It follows
that Hm~\X) = C$)-X/8C$)-2. Simüariy we find out that Hm~x(Xm~x)=
Cfîf1 ®(C$ÇX/8C$Ç2). We also see that the restriction homomorphism
/f'"-i(A')_>22m-1(Arm-1)
= Hm-x(Xm-x).

is precisely the inclusion Hm~x(X) c C^-1 ©

Hm-\X)

Now it easily follows from what we said at the beginning of the discussion
of the case NE that S'(e) = 2Hm~x(X) c Hm-\Xm-x), or, if we do not wish
to refer to a particular CW structure of Af and P, S'(e) is twice the image of
Hm~x(M) -» Hm~x(P). This finishes the case NE and concludes the proof of

7.1.
As we observed at the beginning of this section, 7.1 implies that 0 induces a
bijective map Bx: 5 -» HP(N)/S. Let e0 G í be the class of e0. We will now
show that the map Bx,which apparently depends on e0, depends actually only
on e0. Take an arbitrary e'0E e0. Then e'Qdetermines a bijective map 0{:
í -» HP(N)/S analogous to Bx. Choose an isotopy F of Eq such that
e'0= FxeQ.Then the following diagram is commutative

Hm(E«- e0(N))^
Fi*

H?(e0(N))-^

T2'(A0—+ HP(N)¡S
id

Ft

id

en

Hm(ß« - e'n(N))^

HP(e'0(N))-^

H?(N) -^

HP(N)IS

Now it will be easy to show that B{ = Bx. Take any e E 5. In order to
evaluate Bx(e) represent e by an embedding e: M -» Eq which agrees with e0
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on a neighborhood of TV;for evaluating 0,'(e) we will use the embedding
e' = Fxe E e, which agrees with e'0on a neighborhood of TV.Now, 0,(e) is the
image of [e(D) - e0(D)] E Hm(Eq - e0(N)) under the composition of the
homomorphisms in the first row of the above diagram, and 0'x(e)is the image
of [e'(D) - e'Q(D)]E Hm(Eq - e'0(N)) under the composition of the homomorphisms in the second row of the diagram. Thus the commutativity of the
diagram implies that, indeed, 0,'(e) = 0,(e).
We shall now write 0*(eo,e) for 0,(e). Since e0is arbitrary we get in this way
a map 0*: 5 X 5 -> HP(N)/S. Now we have arrived at the point where we
can define the map 8: 5 X 5 -» 9C*+i(Af) and prove that it has the desired
properties.

Case 00. Let 5: 5 X 5 -» Hk+X(M)be the composition of 9*: 5 X 5 -»
HP(N) and the isomorphism it: HP(N)-* Hk+X(M) (as defined at the
beginning of §4). In principle 5 could depend on 7 and its orientation, but in
fact it depends on neither. It is very easy to see that 5 is independent of the
orientation of 7: if we reverse the orientation of 7, then both 0* and it are
multiplied by -1 and hence 8 remains unchanged.

Now let 7, 7' be two arbitrary /«-balls in Af and let 5, 8': 5x5-»
Hk+X(M) correspond to 7 and 7', respectively. We will show that 8' = 8.
Let TV= Af - int 7, TV'= Af - int 7'. Pick any two elements e0, e E 5.
Represent e0 by an arbitrary e0E & and then choose e E e so that e and e0
agree on a neighborhood of TVin Af. There exists an isotopy G of M such that

G,(7) = 7'. Then (e0 X id)G: M X /-» Eq X I is an isotopy of Af in Eq
and hence, by the isotopy extension theorem, there exists an isotopy 7 of Eq
such that F,e0 = e0G, for each /. Note that the following diagram is commutative.
Hm(E«-e0(N))

^i.

-^HP(e0(N))^HP(N)^Hk+1(M)

F*

Hm(E" - e0(N')) ^HP(e0(N'))

G*

Gt* = id

^HP(N'))-^Hk+1(M)

By definition, 5(e0, e) is the image ¿f [e(D) - eQ(D)]E Hm(Eq - e0(N))
under the composition of the isomorphisms in the first row of the diagram.
Since e' = FxeGxx is isotopic to e and since e0 and e' agree on a neighbor-

hood of TV'in Af,Ó*'(e0,
e) is the imageof
[e'(D') - eQ(D')] E Hm(Eq - e0(N'))

under the composition of the isomorphisms in the second row of the diagram.

Since
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[e'(D') - e0(D')] = [FxeGx~x(D') - FxeQGx~x(D')]

= Fx.([e(D)

- e0(D)]),

the commutativity of the diagram implies that ô'(e0, e) = 5(e0, e).
Now that we know that 8 is independent of all the arbitrary choices
involved in its definition it is trivial to check that 5 has properties (1) and (2)
of 1.2; we proved before that 8 satisfies (3), Thus Theorem 1.2 is proved for

the case OO.
Cases OE and NO. We showed that S = 2H"(N). Hence HP(N)/Sœ
Hp(N)®Z2œHp(N;
ZJ. The map 5: 5 X $ ^> Hk+X(M;ZJ is now
defined to be the composition of 8* and the isomorphism m2. HP(N; Z^-*
Hk+X(M; Zj) which was defined at the beginning of §4. The proof that 8 is
independent of D and that it has the right properties is practically the same as

in case OO.
Case NE. Now S is twice the image of Hm~\M) -> Hm~x(N). To simplify
the notation we shall identify (in this proof) Hm~x(M) with its image in
Hm~x(N), and analogously we shall do so for every natural monomorphism.
From the following diagram, in which all homomorphisms are induced by
inclusions,
Hm~1(M, D) —-—>Hm-l(M)

Hm-l(N, dN)->

I

Hm-l(N)

we see that the images of Hm~x(M) and Hm~x(N, dN) in Hm~x(N) are

equal. We have, therefore, a map B*:$ X$ -> Hm-x(N)/2Hm-\N, dN).
The manifold Af has a preferred orientation over the orientation sheaf T of
Af: Take a triangulation for Af and orient all m-simplices of this triangulation. If a is an arbitrary (oriented) m-simplex of Af, let b„ be its barycenter
and let ua be the generator of T(ba) determined by the orientation of a. The
sum of all uao is an m-cycle over T, and the corresponding element of
Hm(M; T), which is a generator of Hm(M; T), is, by definition, the "positive"
orientation of Af over T. Analogously we define the positive orientation of N
over T\N.
Choose a point x0 G int D and consider the following commutative diagram, in which the two leftmost horizontal maps are Poincaré duality isomorphisms determined by the positive orientation of ATover r|7V and all other
homomorphisms are induced by inclusions.
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Hm~l(N, 37V)-►

Hm~1(N)

Hx(TV;
r|TV)-►
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id HX(M;T)
HX(M;T)<-^—

-> HX(N,3TV;TW)^HX(M, D; T)^-HX(M, x0\ D

Since all horizontal maps in the diagram are isomorphisms we get a natural
isomorphism

(7.2)

Hm~x(N)/2Hm'x (TV,3TV)-►//, (A/,x0; r)/27/, (A/; T).

Now define Í: if X Í -» 7/,(A/, x0; T)/2HX(M; T) = 0C,(A/,Xn)to be the
compositionof 0* and (7.2).
Clearly 8 depends on x0; it also depends on the orientation of 7 (or, better
to say, on the local orientation of Af at x0 which is determined by the chosen
orientation of 7), but not on 7 itself. The proof that 8 is independent of 7 is
similar to the corresponding proof in case 00 and we shall omit it.
We thus have a function which assigns to each point x0 of Af and to each
generator u0 of T(x0) a map

8 = 8 (-, - ; u0): 5 x 5 -» %X(M,x0).
Let us now examine the dependence of 5 on x0 and t/0. Choose two distinct
points Xn,x, E Af and generators zz,E I\x,) (z = 0,1). Take an arc A from x0
to x, such that ux is uQtransported along A. Let 7 be a regular neighborhood
of A in M and let 7 have the orientation induced by t/0 (or zz,).Then we can
use this 7 for evaluating both 8(-, —; w0)and 8(—, —; ux), and thus the
definition of 5 implies that 8(—, —; Un) and 8(—, —; ux) differ by the
isomorphism %X(M, x0)->%x(M, x,) which is induced by the following
diagram

HX(M;r)

id

>HX(M;T) «—^-/^(Aí;

HX(M,x0; r)->HX(M,

«
7; T)<-77,(Af,

T)

xx ; Y)

Obviously this isomorphism is the same as X(- ; tz0,«,) which was defined in
§1. Therefore 8(-, -; «,) = X(-; tz0, ux)8(-, -; un). The latter relation
remains valid, as can easily be checked, if we take x, x0. Verification of
properties (1) and (2) of 1.2 will again be omitted.

8. Proof of Theorem1.4. We shall assume that m > 2k + 2. For if m < 2k
+ 2, then Af is [ \ zzzj-connectedand hence Af « Sm; in this case Theorem 1.4
is true by Zeeman's unknotting theorem [5, 10.1, p. 198].
The symbol 5 will now denote the set of isotopy classes of embeddings
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Af -» Q. Choose, and fix, an embedding eQ:M -> Q such that e0(M) lies in
the interior of a ç-ball R c Q. We will again use the notation and refer to the
conventions introduced in 3.1, except that now Eq has to be replaced with Q
in all definitions. Also, we will identify Af with e0(M), i.e. we will assume that
Af is a submanifold of Q and that e0 is the inclusion.
Proposition

8.1. Each orientation of Q determines a natural bijective map

BQ:%^Hp(N)®trm(Q).
Proof. The same method as used in the proof of 3.4 gives a natural
bijective map %-*trm(Q

*„(Ö).

- N). We assert that trm(Q - N)œ HP(N) ©

We can show as in the proof of 3.4 that R — N is (m - l)-connected.
Consider the exact homotopy sequence of the pair (Q — N, R — N):

(8.2)
irm(R - N)^trm(Q - N)^vn(Q
-N,R-N)->0.
Choose a triangulation T for Q - int 7? and let, for each n, T" be the
«-skeleton of T. It is well known, and is easy to see, that if y E Q — R, then
Q - int R —y retracts onto 37?. It follows that there is a retraction of
(7? - N) u 7,m+l onto R - N which maps 7""+1 into 37?; moreover, since
m + 1 < q — 1, this retraction is determined uniquely up to homotopy.
Therefore the inclusion induced homomorphism
*m(R-N)^vmi(R-N)uTm+x)
has a canonical left inverse. Since trm((R - N) U Tm+X)-» trm(Q - N) is an
isomorphism we get at the same time a left inverse of irm(R - N) -» trm(Q -

N), and it is easy to prove that the latter left inverse is independent of T.
Therefore it follows from (8.2) that there exists a natural isomorphism

"».(Q -*)*>

»-(* - tf) 9 trm(Q-N,R-

N).

By the Hurewicz theorem and Alexander duality, itm(R — N) « HP(N), and

by the Blakers-Masseytheorem [9, Theorem 5, p. 484],itm(Q- N, R - N)
« TTm(Q,
R) « trm(Q). This proves 8.1.
From the proof of 8.1 we also get the following
Addendum 8.3. For an arbitrary e G í0, 90(e) E HP(N) © trm(Q) is obtained as follows. We choose a representative e E &0 of e. Then the projection of f?0(£)into TTm(Q)is the homotopy class of the (oriented) singular
m-sphere e(D)u(-D),
and the projection of 0o(e) into HP(N) is the
Alexander dual, taken in a regular neighborhood U of R, of [e'(D) — D] E
Hm(U - int N) where e': M -> R is any map such that e'\e~x(R) - e\e~x(R)

ande'(e~x(Q- R)) cdR.
Let B: &0-* Hp(N) ® irm(Q) be the composition of S0->i0
Theorem 1.4 and Corollary 1.5 follow from the next

and B0.
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Proposition 8.4. Take an arbitrary e E 5. Then

{0(e2)-0(ex)\ex,e2ESone}

= S

where S is, as in 7.1, the subgroup of HP(N) c HP(N) © trm(Q) equal to 0 in
case 00, to 2HP(N) in cases OE and NO, and to 2 im[H"(M) -> H"(N)\ in
case NE.

Proof. If k = 0 or k < m —4, the proof of 8.4 is an almost exact
repetition of the proof of 7.1. Adopt the notation and conventions of §5 and
of the proof of 7.1, with obvious modifications. Construct the singular cone
y7 in int 7. As observed before, 6.3 remains valid if Eq is replaced by Q.
Therefore we can prove as in 7.1 that 5(e) — 5'(e). Now, if (ex, e^ E 7(e),
then by 8.3 the 7rm(g)-component of 0(e2) - 0(ex) is 0, and the Hp(N)-component of 0(e2) - 0(ex) is the Alexander dual of [e'2(D) - e'x(D)] where e¡:
M-* R agrees with e¡ on e,~\R) and maps e~x(Q — R) into 37 (i — 1, 2).
Clearly we can choose e\ and e2 so that they agree on

ex-x(Q-R)

= e2x(Q-R).

Then e'2(D)- e\(D) = e2(A' n 7) - (A' n 7). From here on, the proof of
8.4 is the same as that of 7.1.
Now consider the remaining case m = 4, k = 1. As in the proof of 1.2 for
this case we shall exploit here the relation between our 0 and Hudson's d (and
again our proof will work for the whole case 00). Let ex, e2: M-> Q be two
embeddings, and suppose that there exists a (general position) map G:

M X I-*Q X I such that G(x, i - 1) = (e¡(x),i - 1) (i = 1, 2; x E Af). In
§4, where we had Q = Eq, a certain construction based on G produced an
element of Hk+X(M), which depended only on the isotopy classes of e, and e2
and was then defined to be the difference class d between those two isotopy
classes. We can perform the very same construction in the present case. We
cannot be sure, however, that the resulting element of Hk+X(M) is independent of G; therefore we now denote this element by d'(G). As in [5, 11.6, p.

208],7 « G: M X I -> Q X I (reí A7 X 3/) impliesd'(F) = d'(G).
Take any two isotopic embeddings ex, e2: M -» Q (in case 00). Let TV'be a
regular neighborhood of TVin Af and let 7' = Af —int TV'.By an analogue of
3.3 we can assume without loss of generality that ex\N' = e2\N' = id. Since ex
and e2 are isotopic there exists a level preserving embedding F: M X I -* Q
X I such that 70 = ex and 7, = e2. We wish to replace 7 with a map G:

Af X /-> Q X I such that G|TV'X / = id and G =* F (tel M X dl).
In the first step we shall construct a homotopy K: (TV'x 7) X /-» Q XI
such that K0 = F\N' x I, Kx = id, and Kt\N' x 3/ = id for each /. The
obstructions to constructing such a homotopy K lie in the groups

H" (TV'X /, TV'X 3/; mn(Q X I))
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[3, 7.3.6]. Using the exact cohomology sequence of (A'' X 7, TV"X 32) and
Poincaré duality it is not hard to prove that

H" (N' X I,N' X 32; A) « Tf""1 (TV';A) « 22m_n+,(Af; A)
for any coefficient group A. Thus the obstructions to constructing K lie in the
groups Hm_„+X(M; trn(Q)). But all these groups are 0 since Af is ^-connected
and Q is (m - £)-connected. Hence K exists.

Let Y = (M X I X 0) U (N' X I X I) u (Af X 32 X 2) c (Af X 2) X 2.
We can extend A to a map A": Y-* Q X I by sending each point (x, s;
0) G (Af X 7) X 0 to F(x, s) and each point (x, s; t)E(M X 32) X 2 to (x,
s). Then, since (M x I) x I retracts onto Y, we can extend A" to a map L:

(M x I) x I-> Q x I. Let G = Lx: M X I-» Q X I. Then G has the desired properties.
From G we can easily construct a homotopy (rel 32)) between ex\D and
e2\D. Hence, by 8.3, the 7rm(ô)-component of B(e¿ — 6(ex) is 0. To evaluate
the Hp (A/)-component pick a point y G Q - R such that

(vX2)nG(M

X2) = 0

and then choose a retraction r: Q —y -» R such that r(Q —int R —y) c 32?.
Consider the maps re,: M -> 2? (/ = 1, 2) and (r X id)G: A/ X 2-> 2? X 2.

Let If" be a regular neighborhood of W U TV'mod 2)' in (2- By Irwin's
embedding theorem [5, 8.1, p. 174] there exist embeddings e\: A/-»int2?
(i = 1, 2) such that e[ * re,, (rel N'), as maps of (Af, int D') into (7?,
2? — W). It follows from the homotopy extension theorem that we can
deform (r X id)G to a (general position) map G': M X I -* (int 2?) X I such

that G'(x, / - 1) = (e¡(x),i - 1) (i = 1, 2; x G Af) and G'IG"'^'
G|c7-'(fr X2).

X 2) -

By 8.3 the Hp (Ar)-component of 0(ej) - 9 (ex) is the Alexander dual of
[re2(D)-rex(D)]=[e'2(D')-e\(D')].

By 4.1 this is further equal to ±v~xd'(G'). Now, ir~xd'(Gr) depends only on
the manner in which G'(D' X I) intersects N X I (cf. the proof of 4.1).
Therefore, since G' and G agree on G~\W X I), we have ii~xd'(G') =
ir-ld'(G). But ¿'(C7)= i/'(20 - 0 because G « F (rel A/ x32) and because

F is an embedding.It followsthat 6^ - B(ex)- 0, and hence 5 = 0. This
concludesthe proof of 8.4 and of 1.4.
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